
Drinking tube is FDA compliant, BPA free, 
phthalates free

With the attached cap, the neck and tube can 
be removed and the bottle used as a standard 

drink bottle, put into the refrigerator, or 
available as a spare bottle ready to use

Clear bottle with ml and oz markings for 
hydration monitoring, easy to see when 

bottle needs to be refilled or replaced

Available in various neck lengths 
from 9 inch/22cm to 36 inch/92cm

Dishwasher safe; all components are dishwasher 
safe but hand washing is recommended for the 

drinking tube and modular hose

Check valve prevents liquid 
from flowing back into the 

bottle; subsequent sips 
require less effort

Tritan 750ml/25oz Bottle; Tritan 
is a BPA-free plastic, it is not 
manufactured with bisphenol 

A (BPA) or other bisphenol 
compounds, such as

bisphenol S (BPS)

Replaceable components; easily replace 
the drinking tube, check valve, and more

Hands Free Drinking System
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Bottle
750ml/25oz Tritan Bottle with lid, cap, and seal. Replace 
or use as a second bottle.
#504111

Bottle Holder
Aluminum bottle holder. Clamp rotates horizontally and 
vertically.
#500311

Accessories

v1906

Includes/Features:
Clear 750ml/25oz Tritan bottle

Threaded lid with seal
Removable cap

Neck available in various lengths
Drinking tube
Check valve

Tube cleaning brush
Modular Design for easy part replacement

Markings on bottle in both milliliters and ounces

  9” Neck Giraffe Bottle: 504911, with bottle holder: 504921
15” Neck Giraffe Bottle: 504912, with bottle holder: 504922
20” Neck Giraffe Bottle: 504913, with bottle holder: 504923
25” Neck Giraffe Bottle: 504914, with bottle holder: 504924
30” Neck Giraffe Bottle: 504915, with bottle holder: 504925
36” Neck Giraffe Bottle: 504916, with bottle holder: 504926

Hands Free Drinking Bottle
The Giraffe Bottle™ Hands Free Drinking Bottle allows 
users with various abilities to stay hydrated. The system 
is designed to be flexible and easy to use. The solution is 
great for wheelchairs, desks, beds, tables, and more.

Desktop Bottle Holder
Weighted base for holding bottles on a table, desk, or 
other flat surface. Includes Bottle Jacket – does not 
include bottle, tube, or neck.
#500321

Bottle Jacket
This tall bottle jacket is designed to keep your Giraffe 
nice and warm….or cold. Slide it over your Giraffe Bottle 
to help cold drinks stay cold or warm drinks stay warm.
#504053

Suction Bulb
This suction bulb allows for caregivers or parents to 
draw the fluid through the drinking tube. Great for users 
who have low lung function who may need help getting 
the initial drink through an empty tube.
#504031




